Urdu Reading/Texting for the Digital World (Int./Adv.)
Course Duration : 1 Month / 8 classes

Urdu Reading/Writing for the Digital World is an opportunity for all Urdu lovers to learn how to text and write messages using Urdu keyboard. This is the curriculum for Students who can read and write Urdu but want to learn Urdu texting.

The curriculum will be based on writing Urdu digitally when messaging or texting using their phones. The participants will learn how to use the Urdu keyboard on their iPhone or Android device. They will learn some basic rules of writing Urdu and then apply those rules to type common phrases and sentences. The classes will integrate written communication between the participant and the teacher. Under the guidance of the teacher back and forth typing will make them comfortable and familiar with the Urdu keyboard layout.

The language and sentences practiced will be around vocabulary used in everyday life, starting with simple words, sentences and then moving on to writing complete messages in Urdu,

By the end of the course the participants will become comfortable with the usage of the Urdu keyboard and will have increased their urdu texting speed.

Class Objective:

Promote Urdu language.
Learn to text complete sentences in Urdu to all audiences.
Learn to Differentiate between writing and texting.

For further inquiries email talat@indusartscouncil.org (Language program Director)